
 

 

 

Volume 2D-3D rules 

N° Criterias Pts 

1 General Overview 10 

2 Length 5 

3 Distance 5 

4 Density 10 

5 Direction 5 

6 Smooth Line 5 

7 Inner Corner 5 

8 Outter Corner 5 

9 symetrie 10 

10 Stylisation 10 

11 Fans 10 

12 Cleanness 5 

TOTAL 85 

 

For this category, please provide 9 high resolution photos with sufficient sharpness to clearly 

distinguish the eyelashes 

 

Photo 1 - Before the set - Full face: 

Eyes open looking straight ahead (do not ask the model to stare at the lens to prevent her from 

squinting) 

Take the photo from the front 

This photo should show the full face, and the shape of the eyes 

 

Photo 2 - Before the set - Full face: 

Model lying down, eyes closed, the 2 patches in place 

Take the photo of the top of the head 

This photo must allow to see perfectly the 2 eyes and the state of the eyelashes 



 

Photo 3 - Before the set - 1/4 face: 

Model lying down, left eye open, looking upwards 

Take the photo from the front 

This photo should show the left eye and eyebrow perfectly, the eyelashes from their bases to their 

tips. 

 

Photo 4 - Before the set - 1/4 face: 

Model lying down, right eye open, looking upwards 

Take the photo from the front 

This photo should show the right eye and eyebrow perfectly, the lashes from their bases to their tips. 

 

Photo 5 - After the set - Full Face: 

Full face, open eyes looking straight ahead (do not ask the model to stare at the lens to avoid 

squinting) 

Take the photo from the front 

This photo should show the full face, and the shape of the eyes 

 

Photo 6 - After the set - Full Face: 

Model lying down, eyes closed, the 2 patches positioned (the mapping / set plan must be drawn on 

the 2 patches) 

Take the photo from the top of the head 

This photo must show perfectly the 2 eyes and the implantation of the extensions 

 

Photo 7 - After the set - Full Face: 

Model lying down, eyes closed (without eyepatches) 

Take the photo from the top of the head 

This photo must allow to see perfectly the 2 eyes and the implantation of the extensions 

 

Photo 8 - After the set - 1/4 of the face: 

Left eye open, looking upwards 

Take the photo from the front 



This photo should show the left eye and eyebrow perfectly, the extensions from their bases to their 

tips. 

 

Photo 9 - After installation - 1/4 face: 

Right eye open, looking upwards 

Take the photo from the front 

This photo should allow to see the right eye and eyebrow perfectly, the extensions from their bases 

to their tips. 

 

Allowed materials 

All types of eyelash extensions glues are allowed 

Strictly forbidden: Magic Fan - Lazy Fans etc... under penalty of disqualification 

Only handmade fans are allowed, made with individuals eyelashes 

Black or brown eyelashes allowed 

Authorized thicknesses 0.07 to 0.12mm  

 

Deadline 

Registration: November 1st 2020 

Sending pictures: November 15th 2020 

Email address: lashtalents@gmail.com 

 

In case of equality between participants 

Golden points: In case of equality, the participant with the highest score on the criterias density, 

internal/external corners, will get the highest rank 


